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Sandman pdf portugues

These examples may contain rude words based on your searches. These examples may contain colloquial words based on your searches. The patrol boat De Joao Pestana Sandman found no results for this meaning. Frequent words: 1-300, 301-600, 601-900, Major Short Expressions: 1-400, 401-800, 801-1200, MostFrequent Long Expressions: 1-400, 401-800, 801-1200, Plus
This is a deambicent page that lists items that can be associated with one or more titles. If an internal connection has led you here, we suggest that you correct it to point directly at the corresponding item. Sandman; In German: Sandmann) may refer to: Joao Pestana — designation of a popular and mythological reference found in various cultures; Sandman in English and
Sandmann in German Fiction The Sandman (German: Der Sandmann) — short story by German writer Ernst Theodor Amadeus Hoffmann Sandman (comic) — comic book series created by Neil Gaiman Dream (Sandman) — adult comic book character from Vertigo, created by Neil Gaiman, a critical success and sandman audience - wonderful comics, which in the original
English is also Sandman. He is the sand enemy of Spider-Man Cinema and the music Of Sandman, a British animated short film released in 1991. Mr. Sandman — a song written by Pat Ballard in 1954's Enter Sandman — a Metallica Outros Holden Sandman song — an Australian holden car owned by General Motors See also all pages titled Sandman Search for sandman
Obtained from Note: If you're looking for other meanings, see Sandman. Sandman Country of Origin Editor(s) United States Editor(s) Vertigo Fascicles 75 Dark Fantasy Gender(s) Author(s) Neil Gaiman, Sam Kieth and Mike Dringenberg Screenplay Neil Gaiman Drawing Dave McKean Sam Kieth Mike Dringenberg Malcolm Jones III Kelley Jones Jill Thompson Marc MarcMarpel
Michael Zulli Charles Vess Lyricist Todd Klein Main Characters Dream Death Delirium Destruction Destiny Despair Editor(s) Editor Balloon Editor Conrad Panini Comics First published on November 29, 1988 This box: Verdiscutir Sandman is a multi-premied comic book series for adults (comics in Portugal), written by Neil Gaiman and published by Vertigo, a DC Comics label.
Among the many illustrators who have worked at the magazine are Bill Sienkiewicz, Dave McKean, Sam Kieth, Charles Vess, Miguelanxo Prado, Jill Thompson, J. H. Williams III, Milo Manara, Mike Dringenberg, Shawn McManus, Marc Hempel and Michael Zulli. Their stories describe the life of the dream, the ruler of Dreaming (the of dreams) and their interaction with the
universe, men and other creatures. Described as a comic book for intellectuals by literary journalism exponent Norman Mailer, Sandman was the first COMIC to enter The New York Times' list of literary bestsellers. [3] Story See main article: Sandman (Morfeus) The story is seen from dream's point of view, one of the seven perpetual and anthropomorphic depiction of the dream,
initially imprisoned by a group of humans who aspired to arrest his older sister Death to become immortal, but fail and capture the dream. Dream (also known as Morpheus, Sandman, Oneiros, (Lord) Moulder, Kai'Ckul, sleep lord and several others in forgotten languages) is the ruler of Dreaming. It is a Perpetuous - the Perpetuous (the Endless) are anthropomorphic
manifestations of aspects common to all living beings: Destiny, Death, Dream, Destruction, Desire, Despair and Delirium. The perpetual 7 are not gods, but entities beyond, responsible for the order of known reality. Only its existence holds the physical universe and all living beings together. Dreaming The minds of all living beings are linked to the kingdom of Morpheus, the
Dream. That is where the souls of all who sleep go and where the memories and thoughts of the hour of sleep are kept. Dream ing also saves the imaginary world of every dreamer, various alternative realities and imaginary beings hide there. Its library houses billions of books that have never been written. All the sanity of beings depends on the good administration of this
kingdom (since the physical reality of the universe and the mentality of beings also depends on nothing escape from there to here) and Sandman performs his functions masterfully. Dream seems to be the only Perpetual to populate his kingdom: in dreaming live, for example, Cain and Abel. According to Sandman himself, the gods are beget in Dreams, being born as dreams, and
only then assuming their role as deities. The castle Dream inhabits and all the rest of Dreaming change their appearance to their will, but certain areas have their form maintained as a courtesy to its inhabitants. It even keeps employees to perform tasks you could easily perform, including reorganizing the castle and monitoring your entrance. The other Perpetuals have their own
homes. Fate, for example, is always wandering through a garden where, no matter which way you are, there are always several paths ahead and one behind you. Despair dwells in a place covered in fog and fog, where rats hide, and surrounded by mirrors. Death is the only one of the Perpetuals who does not have her kingdom shown directly, probably because Death dwells
everywhere in Creation. In the tribute to Sandman in - The party, shows its kingdom, and is the place where the ballad takes place, made by Delirium and despair. But none of that appears in the official Sandman. Perpetual The Perpetuals (Fate, Death, Dream, Destruction, Desire, Despair, and Delirium) are a group of beings who embody various aspects of the universe in Neil
Gaiman's Sandman comic book series. They have existed since the dawn of time and are believed to be among the most powerful (or at least influential) creatures in the Sandman universe, inferior perhaps only to a few angels (Lucifer and Michael in particular) and creator1, and play central roles throughout the story of which Dream is the protagonist. The Perpetuals are an
unconventional family of seven siblings. In their most common forms, they all have white skin (although Destruction, Delirium, and Destiny are much less pale than the others) and most have black hair, but appearances and personalities vary widely. They have some control over the concepts they represent but, like the gods portrayed in Sandman, they are also based on the
subconscious expectations and beliefs of conscious beings. In particular, the appearance of the Dream varies greatly, depending on the observer. However, this aspect of the story is very relative, often Dream, as well as various deities that appear during the series have their power and/or appearance provided by humans, having also, many of the gods who have been
theoretically created in sleep. Their very existence is irregular, since they are not living beings, nor even deities are only aspects of existence and for example they cannot be killed in the literal sense of the word, at least not as long as their functions are necessary, as shown in The Books of Magic, where the last beings of the universe are Destiny and Death, and this leads to the
oldest of the perpetual saying that then they will close the universe and there should be no one else in the place. Story Arches In total, there are 13 original arcs that tell Sandman's story in 75 issues. In parentheses, the edits that belong to each arc. Sandman: Preludes and Night (01 to 08) Sandman: The Dollhouse (9 to 16) Sandman: Land of Dreams (17 to 20) Sandman:
Mistseason (9 to 16) Sandman: Land of Dreams (17 to 20) Sandman: Mistseason (17 to 20) 21 to 28) Sandman: Distant Mirrors (29 to 31 and 50) Sandman: A Game of Ti (32 to 37) Sandman: Convergence (38-4 0) Sandman: Brief Lives (41-49) Sandman: End of the Worlds (51-56) Sandman: Loved Ones 57 to 69) Sandman: Awakening (70 to 73) Sandman: Exile (74) Sandman:
The Storm (75) Publications View also: Sandman Original Publications Sandman's list of editions was initially published as a monthly series. The stories were about 24 pages long, with eight exceptions within the arc of the main: number #1, The Dream of the Righteous (40 pages); number #14, Collectors (38 pages); number #32, Slaughter on Fifth Avenue (25 pages); Number
#33, Broadway Lullabies (23 pages); number 36, About the sea, towards the sky (39 pages); number #50, Distant Mirrors: Ramadan (32 pages); number #52, The Tale of Cluracan (25 pages); #75, La Tempest (38 pages). ). [4] The main series lasted 75 editions, published between January 1989 and March 1996, as well as a special edition called The Song of Orpheus, published
in 1991, and some stories published in vertigo anthologies. As the show's popularity increased, DC Comics began publishing them in hardcover editions and brochures, each representing a full arc or a collection of related stories. Bound edition A total of ten hardcovers and a booklet link have been published, each with a full bow or a collection of related stories. An extra binding
was also released, compiling the miniseries starring Sonho's sister Morte. [5] Sandman: Preludes and Nocturnal (2003): Compiles sandman's #1-8 editions, originally published between 1988-1989. Dream recounts his capture by a magician named Roderick Burgess in 1916. He remained trapped in a glass dome for about seventy years before he could break free. After escaping,
you must recover your power items: the sand pocket of dreams, your helmet and the ruby of dreams. Still in a weakened state, he faces a dust dream addict, the legions of Hell and a crazy Doctor Destiny in the process. In this arc there are appearances of several DC Comics characters, including John Constantine, Lord Miracle, the Mars Hunter, Etrigan the Devil, and Wesley
Dodds, the Golden Age Sandman of comics. The arch also features lucifer's introduction. Sandman: Dollhouse: Brings together the #9-16 editions of sandman, originally published between 1989-1990. It reveals more about the relationships between perpetual and human beings. The first arc loader intersperses simultaneous events on Earth and Dreaming. On Earth is the
encounter between Rose Walker and Unity Kinkaid, who reveals him as his grandmother. Rose's mother was born when Unity was in a coma (she was the victim of one of the many sleep disorders motivated by Dream's arrest). In Dream, Morfeus pursues rogue dreams that escaped dreams during his absence. In the process, he must destroy the illusions of a family life,
dismantle a serial killer convention, and deal with a vortex of dreams, a human being born at all ages and who threatens the existence of all dreams. Sandman: Land of Dreams: meets Sandman's 17-20 editions, originally published 1990. This volume contains four independent stories. The imprisoned muse Calliope, is obliged to provide inspiration to a failed book author, a cat
seeks to change the world through dreams, William Shakespeare presents a play to a supernatural audience, and an immortal metamorphosis yearns for death. Sandman: Mist Station: Brings together the #21-28 editions of sandman, originally published between 1990-1991. After a conclave of the Perpetuals, Dream travels to hell to free a former lover, Princess Nada, whom he
condemned to torment thousands of years ago. There, Dream discovers that Lucifer has left his domain. Lucifer gives the key to hell (and therefore the property of Hell) to dream, and Morfeus himself finds himself trapped in an engedy network of threats, promises and lies, made by gods and demons from various pantheons seeking to gain ownership of Hell. Sandman: A Game of
You: Gathers the #32-37 editions of sandman, originally published between 1991-1992. Barbie, a divorced New Yorker (introduced to the Dollhouse), travels to the magical kingdom that used to inhabit her dreams, only to discover that she is being threatened by cuckoo forces. This series features Tessaly, the last of Tesaly's witches, who will play a key role in Morfeus' final
destination. Sandman: Fables and Reflections: Brings together Sandman's #29-31, #38-40 and #50, the Special Sandman: The Song of Orpheus and the story Vertigo Preview #1: Fear of Falling, published between 1991-1993. This volume is a collection of stories set throughout Morpheus's story, most of them originally published just before or after the arc A Game of You. Four
editions that tell stories about kings and governors were originally published under the title Distant Mirrors, while three others, detailing meetings of various characters, were published under the title Convergences. Fables and Reflections includes the Special Sandman edition, originally published as an independent edition, which assimilates Orpheus' myth into the Sandman Myth,
as well as a very short story by Sandman, published in the promotional magazine Vertigo Preview. Sandman: Brief Lives: Brings together sandman#41-49 editions, originally published between 1992-1993. Dream's erratic younger sister, Delirium, convinces him to help her find her missing brother, The Perpetual Destruction, who left his place in the family 300 years ago. His quest
is marked by the death of all those around him, and finally Morpheus has to address his son Orpheus to discover the whereabouts of Destruction and, in return, give his son his greatest desire: death. [6] Sandman: End of the Worlds: gathers #51-56 editions of Sandman, originally released 1993. A storm of reality drags travelers from all over the cosmos to Pousada Fim dos
Mundos. To pass the time, they exchange stories with each other. Five of the six stories have the participation of Dream or any of the other Perpetuals; one of them has the participation of Hob Gadling, friend of the Dream. A highlight is the #54, called The Golden Boy, where Neil Gaiman reinvents former DC Comics character Prez Rickard, the first teenager to become president
of the United States. Sandman: Loved Ones: Gather sandman's #57-69 editions, and the additional story Vertigo Jam #1: The Castle, originally published between 1993-1995. Unable to be arrested on their revenge mission, they would not stop before the crime they wished to punish was avenged and wiped away with blood. Scared people called them Kind or Furies. Now, Dream
of the Perpetual, his friends and family find themselves trapped in a dark conspiracy. And someone's going to die. Sandman: The Awakening: Brings together the #70-75 editions of sandman, originally published between 1995-1996. Ancient gods, old friends and enemies gather to pay tribute to the Dream, and remember, in the strangest awakening in history. And at the end of his
life, William Shakespeare fulfills the last part of his deal with Morpheus. Death: Reunites the miniseries 'Death: The High Price of Life', 'Death: The Great Moment of Life' and 'Death Speaks of Life', an educational comic about safe sex, originally published between 1993-1996. In 'The High Price of Life', we follow the day, every 100 years, when Death descends the earth as mortal
to better understand his work. In 'The Great Moment of Life', we see death accompanying Hazel and FoxGlove, characters who originally appeared in Sandman's A Game of You. Sandman returned in October 2013 in a new arc written by Neil Gaiman and illustrated by J. H. Williams III. The six-issue arc, called Overture, takes place before the arc 'Preludes and Sunset' and tells
the events that led to roderick Burgess' dream capture in the first edition of the monthly series. [8] Final edition In 2006, with the tenth anniversary of the series finale, Sandman was reissued in a new edition, called 'Absolute Edition'. The Sandman Definitive Edition is a deluxe edition that brings together all the material from the series produced by Neil Gaiman so far, so there are
none of the spin-offs made by other authors. The series produced five editions, with nearly 600 pages each, plus an extra edition dedicated to Dream's sister Death, which brings together all her stories created by Neil Gaiman; this edition has about 300 pages. [9] Sandman - Definitive Edition Vol. 1: released in November 2006, this volume brings together the #1-20 Sandman, in
addition to Sandman's initial proposals and the original screenplay for 'Sandman #19: A Dream of a Summer's Night'. Sandman chapters 1-18 have been especially recolored for this issue. Sandman - Definitive Edition Vol. 2: released in October 2007, this volume brings together sandman's #21–39 editions, as well as the extra story 'Vertigo: Winter's Edge 1 – The Flowers of
passion', the original screenplay for 'Sandman #23: Station of mists – Chapter 2', and the Sandman image gallery: A Gallery of Dreams. Sandman - Definitive Edition Vol. 3: released in June 2008, this volume brings together the #40-56 editions of Sandman, in addition to the special edition Special Sandman: The Song of Orpheus, the story Vertigo Preview #1: Fear of Falling and
Vertigo: Winter's Edge #3: How They Met, the original screenplay for 'Sandman #50: Distant Mirrors – Ramadan' and the image gallery The Gallery of the Perpetuals. Sandman - Definitive Edition Vol. 4: released in November 2008, this volume brings together sandman's #57-75 editions, as well as the extra tale 'Vertigo Jam #1: The Castle' and the original scripts and sketches of
'Sandman #57: The Kind – Chapter 1' and 'Sandman #75: The Tempest'. Death – Definitive Edition: released in November 2009, this volume brings together the #08 and #20 editions of Sandman, the miniseries Death: The High Price of Life and Death: The Great Moment of Life; Vertigo: Winter's Edge #2: A Winter's Tale, Death and Venza's Endless Nights and The Wheel of 9-11
magazine. As an extra he has the story Death Speaks of Life, an educational COMIC about safe sex; and a collection of images called Death, A Gallery, Sandman - Definitive Edition Vol. 5: released in November 2011, this volume brings together the seven-chapter graphic novel De Sandman: Endless Nights; the two versions, in comic book and illustration of The Dream Hunters;
the crossover tale Sandman: The Midnight Theater and sandman's Last Story, originally released on the compilation album Covers in the Sand. [10] Annotated edition Although initially hesitant about the publication of commented editions, Gaiman eventually changed his mind when he forgot a reference when a reader asked him about it. The task of commenting on the series was
done by Gaiman's friend Leslie S. Klinger, who worked on Gaiman's original scripts. [11] Sandman's first volume – The Annotated Sandman was published by DC Comics in January 2012 as a great black-and-white book with an introduction by Neil Gaiman and included sandman's #1-20 editions. Annotations are presented page by page, with quoted sections of the original scripts
and Gaiman's vision for the various references of the DC Universe, as well as historical references and included in the comics. The second volume was released in November 2012, and brings together sandman numbers #21-39. The third volume was released in October 2014, and brings together sandman's #40-55 editions, the sandman Special edition: The Song of Orpheus
and the story How They Met, originally published in the anthology Vertigo: Winter's Edge #3. The fourth and final volume is not yet expected to be published. Sandman Omnibus Bus Edition is a huge two-volume hardcover edition, which was released in 2013 to commemorate Sandman's 25th anniversary. The first volume brings together the #1-37 editions and the sandman
Special: The Song of Orpheus special edition. The second volume brings together the #38-75 editions and the additional vertigo Jam #1: The Castle and Vertigo: Winter's Edge #3: How They Met. Chapters #1-18 present the new coloring made for the Definitive Edition. The volumes feature a leather-like cover in black and red, and have more than 1,000 pages each. [16] A special
version of The Sandman Omnibus, called Silver Edition, was also released. This edition was limited to 500 copies and was autographed by Neil Gaiman. The Silver Edition has a leather-like silver case and comes with a silver case and a numbered page with Gaiman's signature. [17] Publications in Brazil In Brazil, there have been several attempts to publish Sandman by several
publishers, but only three publishers have published it entirely in the country. The first publisher to publish Sandman in Brazil was Editora Globo, who between 1989 and 1998 translated and published all 75 editions in its original monthly magazine format, becoming the first publisher to publish the series in Brazil. In 1993 Editora Globo also released the special edition Sandman
Special: The Song of Orpheus, under the name Sandman – Orpheus and the three-edition miniseries Death - The Price of Life, centered on Death, dream brother. With the success of the series, the publisher also released sandman's bound edition, but only went on to publish the first five volumes, canceling the publication after that. In 1997, the three-edition miniseries Morte - O
Grande Momento da Vida was released in Brazil by Editora Abril. In 1998, Editora Metal Pesado published the miniseries Destino - Chronicle of an Announced Death; and the Special Sandman – The Midnight Theatre, a cross between Neil Gaiman's The Sandman and Wesley Dodds, the Golden Age Sandman. In 1999, there was an attempt to publish the series by Editora Tudo
em Quadrinhos, but this only published the first five editions of the series. In the same year, taking up where Tudo em Quadrinhos left off, Editora Atitude released sandman's #6 and #7 editions, but neither did the series continue. In 2000, Editor he decided to resume the series from which he had left, but did not finish it, publishing only the editions of #8 to #28 and the special
edition Sandman – Orpheus, between 2000 and 2003. Brainstore also published Sandman's first two boundaries, which contained the Preludes and Nocturnal and Dollhouse arches, but also did not complete this collection. He also published the illustrated book The Little Perpetuals and three titles from the Sandman Apresenta collection before leaving the series forever. Between
2001 and 2003, Opera Graphica published the miniseries Sandman Apresenta - Merv Pumpkinhead - Agent of Dreams in 2 editions; and Sandman: Covers in the Sand, also in 2 editions, a book that brings together all the original covers made by artist Dave McKean for the Sandman series. Later, in 2005, Sandman: Capas na Areia was reissued by the publisher in a single edition.
In 2005, the rights to the series were acquired by Editora Conrad. Between 2005 and 2008, it published the ten volumes of sandman's bound edition, being the first publisher to complete this edition and the second to publish Sandman in its entirety in Brazil. Conrad also released the extra-united death, centered on Dream's older sister; the seven-chapter graphic novel The
Sandman: Endless Nights (translated as Sandman: Endless Nights); and the story Death: At Death's Door (translated as Death: the Feast), a manga-style story starring Death of the Perpetual. In 2006, Ediouro Publicaées bought the publishing rights to vertigo comics in Brazil, and in the same year, together with Futuro Comunicao, he founded a new comic label called Pixel
Media. In 2008, with the financial problems Conrad faced, the publisher lost the rights to the Sandman series, which were purchased by Pixel Media. Also in 2008, Pixel Media made an attempt to launch the Sandman – Absolute Edition, dividing it into several parts to lower the price. The editor even published two editions of part of the volume #1 the Absolute Edition, but did not
continue the series. In April 2009, Pixel Media terminated its contract with DC Comics,[18] and the publication rights to vertigo and wild storm seals are purchased by Panini Publishing. [19] Panini Publishing attempted a new release of Sandman in Brazil in 2010, this time in the Sandman – Absolute Edition Americana format, which was published in Brazil as Sandman – Definitive
Edition. Panini published the editions with their original full content (but in smaller size than the original American), and did not split it, just like the pixel. The volumes #1-4 volumes of Sandman - Definitive Edition were published between 2010-2013, being one volume per year. Thus, Editora Panini became the third publisher to publish Sandman in its entirety in Brazil. In 2014,
Panini the extra volume Death - Definitive Edition, dedicated to the Death of the Perpetual, sister of the Dream. [20] The publisher has been publishing several Sandman derivatives since 2008, including some never before published in Brazil. [21] the #5, Sandman's last – Definitive Edition, containing additional Neil Gaiman stories about the sandman universe, was released in
2018. [23] Also in 2018, a box containing the six final editions plus the full edition of Sandman: Prelude was published. [24] In 2019, Panini began publishing the 30th anniversary edition of the series, but the first volume featured several editing errors that caught the attention of the author, Neil Gaiman, who called what happened disappointing. After the rebound, the publisher
announced a retirement from editing. [26] Spin-offs See also: Spin-offs of Sandman References list to Writers: Neil Gaiman. British Council. Retrieved 26 April 2017. Endless Nights (2003) became the first Sandman collection in 7 years and the first graphic novel to make the New York Times bestseller list.  Reviews: Sandman - endless nights. Omelet. December 12, 2003 -
Anderson, Porter (July 30, 2001). Neil Gaiman: 'I like not to be famous.'' Cnn. Archived from the Original august 10, 2014 - Bender Appendices p. 264–270 - The Sandman Vol. 1: Preludes and Nocturnes - New Edition. Retrieved 1 November 2011. Copy filed on March 14, 2014 - Gaiman, Neil (1994). Short lives. [S.l.]: DC Comics. ISBN 1-56389-138-7 Vertigo: Neil Gaiman returns
for the new Sandman. Associated Press. July 1, 2013. Retrieved 2 July 2013. Copy filed on February 1, 2014. Shelly Bond, executive editor of the DC Entertainment imronta, said Monday that Gaiman is working with artist J.H. Williams III to tell stories about the world of Morpheus before being captured.  DC Entertainment's Vertigo reveals details surrounding Neil Gaiman's long-



awaited return to The Sandman. Vertigo. July 1, 2013. Retrieved 14 March 2014. Copy filed on July 6, 2014. On October 30, Gaiman returns to his beloved universe for the first time in more than 10 years since the series ended. The story will explore the world of Morpheus before it is captured, which is meant to captivate the hearts and imaginations of the most loyal fans and new
readers alike.  The Absolute Sandman, Vol 1. Neil Gaiman Harper Collins' official website « Neil's Work: The Absolute Sandman, Vol. 1». NeilGaiman.com. Retrieved 23 December 2008. Copy submitted on July 13, 2014 - Send it, Brit (January 9, 2012). Do it while I can still remember things: the man of sand scored, volume one. Tor.com. Retrieved 6 August 2012. Copy May 18,
2014 The Sandman Scored, Vol. 2. Vertigo. Retrieved 6 August 2012. Copy unveiled on May 18, 2014 The Annotated Sandman arrives this October!. Vertigo. February 27, 2014. Retrieved 13 March 2014. Copy filed on May 18, 2014 Do you think you know everything about Sandman? Think again. Vertigo. October 9, 2010. Retrieved 6 August 2012. Copy presented on March 14,
2014, The Annotated Sandman Vol. 1Nominated for the Bram Stoker Prize. Vertigo. February 25, 2013. Retrieved 14 March 2014. Copy presented on March 14, 2014 The Sandman Omnibus Vol. 1 arrives this August. Vertigo. March 7, 2013. Retrieved 14 March 2014. Copy unveiled on March 14, 2014 The Sandman Omnibus Silver Edition Autographed by Neil Gaiman. Vertigo.
November 8, 2013. Retrieved 14 March 2014. Copy submitted on November 11, 2013 - Sidney Gusman (April 27, 2009). Officer: Ediouro terminated the contract with DC Comics. Universe. Archived from the original on 22 May 2012 - Naranjo, Marcellus (24 August 2009). Panini announces that he will publish the Vertigo and Wild Storm stamps. Headquarters of the Universe.
Retrieved 6 April 2019 , Vertigo de Panini. Death: Final Edition. Panini-Vertigo hot spot. Retrieved 21 March 2015 , Vertigo de Panini. Sandman. Panini-Vertigo hot spot. Retrieved 19 March 2015 , Vertigo de Panini. « Sandman final edition vol. 5». Panini-Vertigo hot spot. Retrieved 6 April 2019 , Vertigo de Panini. Sandman - Publication Map. Panini-Vertigo hot spot. Retrieved 19
March 2015 , Naliato, Samir (6 November 2018). Panini will launch a luxury box with full Sandman. Headquarters of the Universe. Retrieved 6 April 2019 , Naliato, Samir (26 March 2019). After the mistakes, Panini will remember Sandman – 30-Year Special Edition. Headquarters of the Universe. Retrieved 6 April 2019 Neil Gaiman laments errors in the Brazilian edition of
'Sandman'. The Globe. March 25, 2019. Retrieved April 6, 2019 DC Comics Portal Portal Obtained from
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